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INTRODUCTION 

Title 2 of the U.S. General Accounting Office Policy and 
Procedures Manual For Guidance of Federal Agencies has long 
required agency accounting systems to record the cost of 
specific activities, operations, or products whenever such 
information is needed for management control or cost recovery 
purposes. 

As discussed in our report "Accounting for Automatic 
Data Processinq Costs Needs Improvement" (FGMSD-78-14, Feb. 7, 
1978), the cost of automatic data processing (ADP) systems 
has become so significant and accounting practices have be- 
come so varied, that supplemental guidance on data processing 
costs is needed. 

No accurate figures are available on Federal expendi- 
tures for data processing: the best estimate available is 
over $10 billion annually. This makes it obvious that ADP 
costs are a sizable enough part of the Federal budget to 
merit special concern; Furthermore, each organization that 
operates a computer facility is often faced with a decision 
on changing its systems and facilities in one way or another. 
These changes are costly and they are often made without 
accurate cost data on the existing system or on the alterna- 
t ives. Decisions made in this manner cannot be counted on 
to produce the most economical yet effective results. 

Given the history of data Drocessing growth, the general 
lack of ADP cost accounting is not too surprising. When 
computers first appeared, they were regarded somewhat like 
fast calculators, and like calculators they were treated 
as oart of overhead, not as something requiring special cost 
accountinq. Gradually, as computers became faster and more 
powerful, they began to serve a broader group of users. This 
trend has increased. In many agencies computer centers serve 
various program groups and provide administrative support 
such as processing personnel, payroll, and accounting data. 
Cost accountinq frequently has not kept up with this growth 
and diversification. 

To make the problem even more complicated, an agency's 
computer costs are often financed from several appropriations. 
For instance, it is not uncommon to find that civilian person- 
nel costs are financed by one appropriation; overhead, such as 
rent and utilities, from another: and military personnel, who 
help operate the equipment or write the software programs, 
f tom another. 
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A related problem is that many agencies account for costs 
by program. Data processinq is seen as a part of the cost of 
the program, not as a separate item for which costs should be 
recorded. Such agencies may have good cost data for programs 
but be unable, at Dresent, to separate those costs that apply 
to ADP. We do not fault such agencies for developing their 
costs along program lines. This practice is most appropriate. 
We believe simply that ADP cost data is so significant that 
it too is needed and that cost records should be structured 
so that costs for both data processing and the agencies' 
programs can be identified. 

In conclusion, we in GAO know Government accounting is 
complicated and we are always reluctant to add any additional 
reauirements unless we believe the benefits clearly outweigh 
the costs. In this case, our studies have clearly shown that 
good cost data is rarely available for the costly decisions 
that must frequently be made on data processing activities. 
Further, incorrect decisions may be made by those the computer 
center serves simply because they too do not know the cost 
of the services they receive. Accordinqly, we believe this 
type of cost accounting is needed for all computer operations 
and we urqe all agency heads to see that it is established 
in every computer activity in their agencies. 

We believe these quidelines should be implemented when- 
ever any accounting system is redesigned. Thus, we expect 
to see a gradual implementation of these guidelines in our 
accounting systems reviews and approvals. 

Comptroller General 
of the United States 
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CHAPTER 1 

IDENTIFYING AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING ACTIVITIES 

AND SIGNIFICANT COST ELEMENTS 

SECTION 1: BASIC PRINCIPLES 

All significant elements of cost directly related to 
acquiring computers and associated assets and to performing 
data processing functions should be collected and accounted 
for in ways useful for management, budgeting, and external 
reporting. This includes the costs of (1) buying, developing, 
converting, and maintaining computer software, (2) acquiring 
equipment and related assets, (3) operating and managing in- 
house data processing facilities, and (4) purchasing com- 
puter time and maintenance services from others. Automatic 
data processing (ADP) related costs should be identified con- 
sistently throughout a department or agency. 

SECTION 2: IDENTIFYING ADP-RELATED ACTIVITIES 

There are three basic steps in identifying and accumu- 
lating costs for automated data processing: 

1. Defining the types of activities associated with ac- 
quisition and operation of ADP resources. 

2. Identifyins and accumulating the material elements of 
costs involved in performing these activities. 

3. Agsregating the costs in ways useful for management. 

Discussion of steps 2 and 3 begins in section 3. 

Many tasks performed in connection with data processing 
are incidental and only peripherally related to the acquisi- 
tion and use of ADP resources. Because including all of these 
activities in accumulating data processing costs would be 
impractical, decisions must be made about which activities 
are to be considered related for costinq purposes. The fol- 
lowing criteria are offered for distinguishing where regular 
work StOQS and ADP work begins. 

A. GENERAL CRITERIA 

Activities that should be identified for costing purposes 
are those which 

0 are necessary because a computer is being used 
(computer programing, for example) and 
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0 involve direct interaction with data processing 
equipment (such as keypunching and operating a / 
computer or computer terminal). 

B. SPECIFIC EXCLUSIONS 

Consistent with these principles, the following activi- 
ties and related costs should not be considered ADP costs. E 

1. Preliminary Studies-- Preliminary studies, such as 
planning and analyses for deciding whether to invest in data 

i / 

processing equinment or a computer program, I/ should gener- 
ally be considered a normal management expense. The manage- 
ment expense itself may or may not be considered ADP-related. 4 
Once the decision is made to invest in an automated system, L 
then cost-benefit, feasibility, and cost-comparison studies 
z/--such as an A-76 study A/-- to determine the desirability, 
feasibility, and method of acguiring the needed asset or serv- 
ice, should be considered ADP related and subject to capita- 
lization. (See ch. 3.) 1 

/ 
2. Data Preparation--In general, efforts to prepare 

data for computer processing that do not directly involve 1 
the use of data processing machines and are incidental to 
the use of computers should not be considered ADP related. 
For example, manual preparation of forms that are to be key- 
punched or read by computer equipment should be considered a 
normal operating expense, not an ADP cost. Also, personnel 
costs for staff such as timekeepers and payroll clerks--who E 
usually prepare documents for data processing and perform 
basic control functions --should not normally be considered 1 
ADP costs because similar work must be done whether or not / 
the payroll system is automated. 

i/General guidelines for evaluating decisions at this level 
are contained in the Office of Management and Budget 
Circular A-94: Discount Rates To Be Used in Evaluating 
Time-Distributed Costs and Benefits. 

z/Cost comparison studies would consider the following 
investment choices: (1) developing versus buying software, 
(21 leasing versus buying the needed capital assets, and 
(3) using in-house or other Federal resources versus 
contracting for the service. 

z/See Office of Management and Budget Circular No. A-76, 
"Policies for Acquiring Commercial or Industrial Products 
and Services for Government Use." 

i 

i I 
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3. Report Distribution and Reproduction--Costs for 
physical --as opposed to electronic--distribution of ADP te- 
ports and secondary reproduction should generally not be con- 
sidered ADP related. For example: 

o Costs for mailing computer-prepared invoices or 
checks should be considered normal operating costs. 

0 Cost related to the secondary process of converting 
printed copy to microform should also be considered 
a program operating cost. However, costs for con- 
verting electronic computer output into hard-copy 
reports, microform (microfilm or microfiche), and 
visual images should be considered ADP costs. 

4. Incidental Personnel Costs for Computer Programing-- 
Costs for people who write computer programs or operate a 
computer terminal, etc., as an incidental or minor part of 
their job and are not directly identified with the data proc- 
essing organization or a project, should not be considered 
ADP related. Kowever , where non-ADP personnel write computer 
programs as part of a project for developing or improving 
computer software and the project's cost meets an agency's 
criteria for capitalization their salaries and related 
indirect expenses should be treated as ADP costs. 

SECTION 3: IDENTIFYING SIGNIFICANT COST ELEMENTS 

All the significant elements of costs incurred in accom- 
plishing ADP-related activities need to be identified and a 
means devised to record them. In addition to those incurred 
by a data processinq organization, costs should be included 
for 

o any ADP work performed by other organizations: 

o items that are paid centrally, such as utilities, 
space rental, and central ADP office overhead; 

o unfunded costs, such as depreciation and certain 
employee benefits; and 

o items funded from appropriations or allotments other 
than those used to finance regular data processing 
operations, for such as: military salaries, equipment, 
construction, and telecommunications. 

Organizational boundaries and differences in financing 
methot3.s should not prevent reasonable compilation of all 
ADP-related expenses in cost accounts. suitable memorandum 
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records are needed to track costs incurred by others and 
unfunded expenses that are not reflected in an agency’s 
accounting system. 

The cost elements that should generally be considered for 
potential reporting in ADP cost reports are shown in figure 
1 on the following page. 

SECTION 4: SEPARATING COSTS FOR 
SOFTWARE AND EQUIPMENT 

In accounting for ADP costs it is important to separate 
software and equipment costs. This separation is needed for 
a number of reasons. One reason is that software and eauip- 
ment have different life expectancies and work requirements. 
Further, the work of acguiring, maintaining, and operating 
them is commonly done by different people. Another reason is 
that a separate identification of costs is normally needed 
to properly assign costs to applications and to report and 
charge costs to users. It is therefore important for manage- 
ment control to keep distinct records of amounts spent on 
each. 

I a 

c- 

E 
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FIGURE 1 -~ 

Pet s0nne1 -----I 

Funded and unfunded costs of regular salaries, overtime, and fringe benefits 
for civilian and military persons who manage and perform ADP Eunctions. This 
would include work such a3 development and upkeep of computer software, opeca- 
tioo and management of in-house data processing centers and departments, data 
preparation, electronic output reproduction and distribution, equipment 
maintenance and contract management. It would also include persons performing 
ADP-related custodial services, security, and building maintenance. 

Other personnel-related costs for training, travel, and recrurting. 

Nonrecurring expenditures for acqulsltlon and recucrinq costs for rental, 
leasing, and depreciation (pro rata acquisition cost) of computers, associated 
online and offline ADP equipment, and special purpose ADP furniture. 

Computer Software -- 

Nonrecurring expenditures for acquisitron, development, and conversion and 
recurring expenses for rental, leasing, and depreciation (pro rata acquisi- 
tion Cost) of all types of software--operating, multlpurpase, and application. 

Spaceccupancy 

Punded and unfunded costs for (1) rental, lease, and depceclation of buildings 
and general office furniture, (2) building maintenance, (3) regular telephone 
service and utilities, and (4) custodial services and security. 

alies 

Expenditures for noncapital office supplres and general- and special-purpose 
data processing materials. Special-purpose supplies ace those prepared for 
one or a few applications. ADP tapes and disk packs may be considered either 
supplies or items of equipment. The latter choice is recommended where the 
inventory value is large enough to distort costs if expensed in a given 
accounting period. 

Contracted Services ---l_-l----- 

Expenditures and contracting expenses for: 
(11 Technical and consulting services for agency-operated computer 

facilities and equipment, including equipment maintenance: security 
and custodial services Eoc computer Eacilities; and advice on the 
acquisition, selection, and use of computer facilities or software. 

(2) Computer system services and offllne-equipment services such as for 
1 key data entry and report reproduction. 

(3) Analysis, design, programing, documentation, and testing for dcvelop- 
ment, modification, conversion, and upkeep of computer software. 

(II Data communications network services. associated telecommunications 
line charges, channel lease and rental, equipment rental and mainte- 
name, and telecommunications system analysis and desrqn. 

Services Prom Other Units or Aqencies -_------_-_-I__---- ----_- 

The coats of other governmental agencies or organizational elements for those 
services cited under “Contracted Services’ above. 

Intra-agency Services and Overhead --__- ------ 

The costa of normal agency support services and overhead, either billed or 
allocated, and the costs of central ADP management, policy, and procurement 
services. 

5 



CHAPTER 2 -A-- 
CAPITALIZING EQUIPMENT AND 

F 
SOFTWARE INVESTMENT COSTS ----a-- c 

r 
n 

SECTION 1: BASIC PRINCIPLES -- 
Computers, related equipment, and software should be 

considered long-lived assets subject to capitalization and 
depreciation in accordance with GAO's accounting principles 
and standaKds for Federal agencies. The investment costs 
should be recorded in the general ledger and in property 
records 

* 

/ 
l 

/ 

SECTION 2: GUIDELINES FOR CAPITALIZING EQUIPMENT ---- 

Computers and associated equipment owned or acquired by 
each agency should be capitalized in agency accounts. 
Accounting for depreciation is discussed in chapter 3. 

A. ACCUMULATING INVESTMENT COSTS 

The project cost method L/ is recommended for accumulat- 
ing equipment acquisition costs, particularly when personnel 
requirements for procurement and installation will be signi- 
ficant. Less formal methods of accounting are appropriate 
when only one OK two items of equipment are acquired and the 
acquisition costs can be inexpensively determined with reason- 
able accuracy by cost-finding techniques. 

The project cost method is recommended for the following 
reasons: 

0 The job of selecting, acquiring, and installing 
equipment is often an ad hoc activity done by 
various people, often from different groups within 
an agency, devoting varying amounts of time. 

-- 

i/The project method serves both management and accounting 
objectives. From a management viewpoint, projects are 
carried out by a team (usually of individuals with diverse 
skills, e.g., programers and accountants) for accomplishing 
a well-defined objective. The team is normally headed by 
one person responsible for the end results. 

* 
From an 

accounting viewpoint, each project is an accounting entity 
(usually having a budget OK estimated cost), for which costs 
are accumulated. Accumulated costs include all direct 

, 

expenses and a fair share of indirect and overhead costs. 
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o Costs are often funded from more than one 
appropr iat ion. 

Project costing provides an efficient means for accumulating 
costs incurred by different organizations and appropriations 
within an agency and for providing data in a useful form for 
management control. 

Following installation, accumulated costs should be 
capitalized and recorded in the agency’s accounting records. 

B. RECORDING CAPITALIZED COSTS 

Following is a recommended system of records and accounts 
for recording investment costs and determining depreciation 
costs in the detail needed. 

1. General Ledger and Property Records 

Acquisition costs for computers and associated equip- 
ment owned by each agency should be recorded in the general 
ledger asset account and appropriate property records. Ptop- 
erty records may be kept in as much detail as management de- 
sires, but the capitalized amount must be recorded and recon- 
ciled with the general ledger account. 

Where the investment in automated data processing 
equipment is substantial (e.g., if the agency owns a large 
computer) , a separate account should be established for data 
processing assets so the costs can be readily identified. 

2. Subsidiary Records 

Subsidiary records should be stxuctured so deprecia- 
tion costs can be readily obtained for equipment located 
within each of the %ork function accounts” for a data proc- 
essing organization. (See ch. 4, sec. 4(B).) Property rec- 
ords could serve as such subsidiary KeCoKdS if designed to 
provide the necessary information. Minimal information to be 
included is illustrated in figure 2. 



FIGURE 2 

Illustrated Equipment Property Record 

I tern 
Location 
Work function 
Date installed (month, year) T 
Estimated life 
Actual life 
Salvage value 
Depreciation amount (optional) 4 

coats : 
Acquisition 
Improvements (date and amount) 
Maintenance (annual expenditures) (optional) 

A record summarizing depreciation costs by work function 
and its relation to the general ledger and to property records 
is shown in figure 3. The need to account for costs by work 
function is discussed in chapter 4. 

C. CAPITALIZATION CRITERIA 

An agency should follow its general policies in capital- / 
!/ izing data processing equipment. The following supplemental 

i ; 
criteria are provided to promote consistent decisions among 

/ 
/ 

! agencies. 
I 

1. Equipment To Be Capitalized 

The computer main frame, associated online and off- 
line equipment, associated data communications equipment, and 
special-purpose furniture used in data processing should be 
capitalized. Inclusion of operating software in the equip- 
ment asset account is also suggested. 

Tapes and disk packs may be capitalized or considered 
current expenses. Where the additions to the inventory's 
dollar value is sufficiently high to distort costs if it 
is expensed in one accounting period, capitalization is 
recommended. 

I ’ ‘: 

ii 

I! 
i 
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FIGURE 3 

Illustrated Record for Obtaininq 
Depreciation Costs by Work Function and 

Its Relation to the General 
Ledger and Property Records 

t General ledger cost 

Assets: 

4 Office furniture and 
equipment 

ADP equipment sxxxx 
ADP software 
Vehicles 
Buildings 1 $ZiZ 

ADP Equipment--Summary Record 
of Investment and Depreciation 
Costs by Work Function 

ADP Equipment 

Function Cost Depreciation 

Encod Fng 
Processing 
Reporting 

sxxxx 

ADP Equipment Encoding 
Item Property Record 

Description 
Locat ion 
Service life 
Installed 
Actual use 
Depraciat ion 
Cost: 

Acquisition 
Improvements 
Uaintenance 

1976 

Terminal 
Dept. A 
10 years 
1976 
1 year 
$300 

$3,200 

50 
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2. Cost Elements To Be Included 
in the Acqulsltion Cost 

Initial acquisition--The acquisition cost of equip- 
ment for capitalrzatlon should include the price of purchased 
data processing equipment or the estimated useful value of 
equipment obtained by other means (from surplus, by donation, 
etc.). As provided in title 2, subsection 12.5 of the GAO 
Manual, costs for installing the equipment, including t=s- 
portation, building alteration% and special air conditioning, 
and equipment modification and testing, should be included. 
Costs for predecision studies, and planning miss ion analyses 
would generally not be included. (See ch. 1, sec. 2(3).) 

Im;ro;eGts --Costs for improvements to capitalized 
equipment s ou d also be capitalized. These costs would in- 
clude amounts paid for overhaul or modification, after the 
equipment is in use, that prolongs or increases its useful 
life. 

SECTION 3: GUIDELINES FOR CAPITALIZING SOFTWARE 

Computer software--including operating, multipurpose, 
and application software --generally possesses three essential 
characteristics attributable to assets: long life, significant 
cost, and legal identity. Whether developed in-house or under 
contract, or purchased outright, software having these charac- 
teristics should be considered an asset subject to capitaliza- 
tion in agency accounts. Accounting for depreciation is 
discussed in chapter 3. 

A. ACCUMULATING INVESTMENT COSTS 

GAO’s Accounting Principles and Standards for Guidance of 
Federal Agencies (GAO Manual title 2, subset. 12.5) prescribes 
that: 

“Management control over the cost of assets 
acquired by construction should be such as to 
assure that the cost of the work is kept within 
the authorized amounts and that accurate costs 
are recorded and transferred to the proper fixed 
property accounts when the work is finished,” 

Accounting for costs of software development must meet this 
requirement. 

10 



1. Recording Work-in-process 
Costs for Capitalization 

Job order and project cost methods are recommended for 
accumulating costs of new software, both by purchase and 
development. Both methods provide useful information 
for management control. Job order costing is recommended 

+ 
where work is done within a normal hierarchial organization. 
Project coating is recommended where a single project manager 
is responsible for the results, such as for a new development 
effort (either in-house or by contract). 

d 
To facilitate separation of capital from maintenance 

expense when work is completed, a separate work-in-process 
subsidiary record should be established for each application 
or other software system. After a new or modif ied software 
system is tested and accepted for operations, total costs 
should be transferred from the work-in-process subsidiary 
record to the appropriate property account, as discussed 
in subsection B below. Coats for acquiring and developing 
new software systems and for modifying, converting, and 
improving existing systems which are to be capitalized 
should be accumulated in subsidiary records. Maintenance 
costs which are not to be capitalized should be recorded 

I and then treated as operating expense. (See ch. 4.) 

2. Reporting Work-in-Process Costs 
for Management Control 

When an agency has a separate organization devoted 
to developing (and perhaps to maintaining) software, it 
should establish a cost center where all substantial soft- 
ware costs are collected. To provide data for management 
control, an agency should set up an appropriate structure 
of subsidiary accounts and records to group costs within such 
cost centers by area of management responsibility and by 
work functions, proceeding essentially as described in 
chapter 4. 

To facilitate management control over resource 
requirements, a project budget including target completion 
dates should be eatabl ished. The extent of detail can vary, 
but the format of cost estimates must be consistent with the 
method of accumulating costs so comparisons can be made with 

? actual costs. As part of the control system, work-in-process 
costs should be periodically reported to managers of the 

i 
development activity and the project manager responsible for 
planning, supervising, and funding. Similarly, the method 
of cost estimates and accounting should provide cost summaries 
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for the key phases of development for all management purposes. 
Management may want to have costs estimated beforehand for 
job orders as well. 

B. RECORDING CAPITALIZED COSTS 

The following system of records and accounts is recom- 
mended to appropriately record investment costs and charge 
depreciation. 

1. General Ledger and Property Records 

Acquisition costs incurred by an agency in obtaining 
software-- through purchase, development, or donation--should 
be recorded in a general ledger asset account and in appro- 
priate property records. Property records may be as detailed 
as management needs, but the capitalized amount must be 
recorded and reconciled with the general ledger account, 
Where the investment in software is substantial, a separate 
general ledger account should be established so that costs 
can be readily identified. 

2. Subsidiary Records 

Each software system should have a separate subsid- 
iary property record showing the cumulative costs incurred 
in obtaining and maintaining it. The amounts should be classi- 
fied accordina to (1) acquisition and development, (2) im- 
provements, conversions, and modifications, and (3) routine 
upkeep (maintenance). Minimal information to be included in 
a software property record is shown below. 

FIGURE 4 

Illustrated Software Property Record 

DESCRIPTION 
Location 
End user 
Estimated life 
Actual 1 ife 
Date installed (month and year) 
Salvage value 
Depreciation amount ( opt ional ) 
costs: 

Acquisition/development (initial costs) 
Improvements (date, purpose, and cost incurred) 
Upkeep (annual expenditures) (optional) 

12 
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Such a record would provide a source of information for man- 
agement decisions, as well as for depreciation costing. 

An agency with many software systems may desire a sub- 
sidiary record summarizing the investment and depreciation 
cost for all of its software systems. Such a record and 
its relationship to the general ledger and property records 
is illustrated in figure 5. 

C. CAPITALIZATION CRITERIA 

The capitalization criteria established by an agency as 
4 part of its accounting policies should be applied to software. 

The following criteria are provided to promote consistent 
decisions among agencies. 

1. Software To Be Capitalized 

Two factors are to be considered in deciding whether 
nonrecurring investment-type costs for new software systems 
should be capitalized or be treated as a current operating 

! expense : cost and useful life. Not every software system 
I would warrant capitalization. 

In general, the software (and hardware) of major 
ADP systems (as defined by OMB Circular A-109) and applica- 
tion or other software systems or subsytems whose acquisition 
cost is over $100,000 (i.e., the cumulative acquisition cost 
of computer proqrams or software modules which have the same 
application purpose) should have their acquisition cost ca- 
pitalized. Agency’s are, of course, free to set the threshold 
for capitalization below GAO’s dollar threshold. 

Some software does not have an extended life. As a 
general criterion, we recommend that costs be capitalized 
when software systems are expected to be used repetitively 
for more than about 2 years. Criteria for deciding the 
useful life of software are discussed in chapter 3. 

The amounts spent for developing and modifying computer 
programs that never become fully operational may be expensed. 

2. Cost Elements To Be Included 
in the Acquisltlon Costs 

9 Acquisition and development costs of computer soft- 
ware designated for capitalization should include: 

--The price of purchased software and the estimated 
useful value of software obtained by other means, 
includinq costs for preoperation modifications, 
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FIGURE 5 

Illustrated Relationship Between the 

Csneral Ledqer and Software Property Record 

General ledger 

Item cost 

Assets: 
Vehicles $ 
Furniture 
Office equipment 
ADP eauipment 
ADP software 
Etc. 

c----j 

Softwarewty 
ADP Software 

Record 

Code System cost Depreciation 

Personnel $ 
Payroll $363,000 $ 31,000 
SUPPlY $ 
Accounting 
Financial ! 1 cost s Etc. 

Software 
Item Property Record 

I Payroll 

Description 
Location 
End user 
Estimated life 
Actual life 
Date installed 
Salvage value 
Costs 

Development 
improvements 
Upkeep: 

1975 
1976 

Payroll 
Computer center #l 
Agency-wide 
12 years 

June 1975 

$285,000 
78,000 $363,000 

5,000 
3,000 

conversions, test 
Manual, titie 2, 

--Salaries and bene. 
compensation of c 
personnel for dev 
inq software obta 
would include exz711 
programing, documl: 
It would also inc 
computer operatin: 
manual and other 

--Computer operatin: 
and parallel proc. 

--Direct and indire 
Space, travel, su 
special training,, 
during acquisitia 

I 
3. Improvements ' 

Costs for improvei 
life of a capitalized soft, 
Management must decide wh$ 
will increase its useful 1 
decisions, we recommend tk 
are made to satisfy legisl 
convert software to differ 
inq more efficient. Unler 
usually be expensed if chj 
information retrieval (sut 
report). 
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conversions, testinq, and documentation. (See GAO 
Manual, title 2, subset. 12.5.) 

--Salaries and benefits for agency staff and 
compensation of contractors and other Government 
personnel for developins new software and modify- 
inq software obtained through other means. This 
would include exnenses for analysis, design, 
programing, documentation, testing, and conversion. 
It would also include expenses for preparinq the 
computer operating instructions, user procedures 
manual and other documentation. 

--Computer operating costs for testinq, debuqging, 
and parallel processinq. 

--Direct and indirect costs, such as off ice 
space, travel, supplies, communications, and 
special training, and normal overhead,, incurred 
during acquisition and development. 

3. Improvements 

Costs for improvements that will increase the useful 
life of a capitalized software system should be capitalized. 
Management must decide whether work done on existing software 
will increase its useful life. As guidance for making such 
decisions, we recommend that costs be capitalized when changes 
are made to satisfy legislation or an Executive order, to 
convert software to different equipment, or to make process- 
ing more efficient. Unless they are substantial, costs may 
usually be expensed if changes are for corrections or one-time 
information retrieval (such as extracting data for a special 
report) . 
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CBAPTER 3 
,: 

ACCOUNTING FOR DBPRECIATION . . I SECTION 1: BASIC PRINCIPLES 

GAO's Accounting Principles and Standards (GAO Manual, 
title 2, subset. 12.5(h)) requires each agency to adopt 
procedures to account for depreciation of capital assets 
whenever a periodic determination of all resources consumed 
in performing services is needed. Accounting for depreciation 
of ADP assets--software, hardware, and facilities--is re- 
quired to obtain full reimbursement of costs and is important 
for management users, and others who need to know the full 
cost of ADP services. 

SECTION 2: ACCOUNTING FOR EOUIPMENT DEPRECIATION 

A. GENERAL GUIDELINES 

The investment cost of ADP equipment should be system- 
atically amortized over the equipment's estimated useful 
life and assigned as a cost of operations. Depreciation 
should be reported as an unfunded operating cost. 

In general, an agency should formally account for 
depreciation of ADP equipment when it owns OK holds equity 
in a lease (rather than cents) for some or all of its ADP 
equipment. An agency with only ancillary (e.g., keypunch 
machines) or peripheral devices (e.g., remote terminals) 
should examine the merits of accounting for depreciation 
on an equipment class basis (e.g., one account for each 
general class of equinment). 

I 1: 
i : ;I 

In general, equipment depreciation should be treated as 
! i,' 
6 Ii 

a direct cost when the investment is large and the amount of 
time the equipment is used on specific applications can be 

: ii 
measured and recorded. Otherwise it should be treated as an 
indirect cost and apwropriately assigned to benefiting 
applications along with other indirect and overhead costs. 

/iI d B. CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING USEFUL LIFE 

The expected life used by management in planning to obtain 
the equipment should normally be used as the useful life of the 
equipment for depreciation purposes. Past experience with 
similar equipment should be useful for both planning and 
estimating useful life. 
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SECTION 3: ACCC.'NTING FOR SOFTWARE DEPRECIATION 

A. GENERAL GUIDELINES 

The method of accounting for depreciation of computer 
software should vary with the type of software and the nature 
of its use. When depreciation of computer software is 
reported it should be shown as an unfunded operating cost. 

1 In general, the investment cost should be amortized over a 
software system's useful life. Depreciation should be re- 
ported as follows. 

1. Operating software 

Dewreciation should be reported as an operating cost 
along with equipment depreciation. 

2. Multiwurpose software 

When multiwurpose software benefits a limited number 
of applications, depreciation should be assigned and reported 
as a direct cost to the benefiting applications based on 
measured usage. Otherwise, multipurpose software depreciation 
should be treated the same as depreciation from operating 
software. 

3. Application software 

In general, depreciation for application systems and 
software whose costs have been caoitalixed should be taken 
and reported regularly over the life of the software. If 
the application supports several program functions, or 
organizational units, its depreciation should be prorated 
to each systematically on the basis of measured or eatimated 
use. For convenience , such reporting may be done on an 
annual cycle and only to major organizational units. 

0. CRITERIA FOR DECIDING USEFUL LIFE 

The useful life of operating software should be based on 
the useful life of the computer with which it is used. The 
useful life of multipurpose software and applications software 

c should be estimated on a case-by-case basis. If such software 
r! is designed to be relatively independent of the computer system 

on which it is used, then the useful life should be based on . . the planning estimates made by management in deciding to develop 
or acquire the software. However, if the software is structured 
to suit a particular computer system, its economically useful 

* life for depreciation purposes should not exceed the useful 
life of that computer system. 
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CHAPTER 4 

ACCOUNTING FOR OPERATING COSTS 

SECTION 1: BASIC PRINCIPLES 

Cost centers should be established to accumulate the 
operating costs incurred for computer processing and soft- 
ware maintenance. Within each cost center, costs should be 
aggreqated by area of manaqement responsibility and work 
function. Accumulated costs should also be assigned to 
the benefitina applications. 

SECTION 2: GENERAL REOUIREMENTS 
FOR ACCUMULATING COSTS 

Data processing operations encompass two major activi- 
ties: computer processing and software maintenance. L/ Com- 
puter Processing includes preparing and entering data, 
ooeratinq the computer, and preparinq the computer output in 
usable form. Software maintenance involves keeping software 
systems up-to-date and operational. Each of these major 
activities usually consists of several work functions and 
subfunctions. 

Most data processing functions can be performed in-house 
or under contract. The guidance here is directed to account- 
ing for in-house operating costs. Costs for purchased ADP 
services should be identified and accumulated as ADP-related 
costs. 

There are three general objectives in accounting for ADP 
operations costs. One is to arrive at the total cost of 
processing data with computers and other related resources. 
This can be achieved by using cost centers. (See sec. 3.) 
Second, for control purposes, management needs cost informa- 
tion on specific ooerations. This involves aggregating costs 
by area of management responsibility and by work functions. 
(See sec. 4.) A third objective is to know the costs incurred 
in processinq data for each user apnlication and in keeping 
software for that application up-to-date and operational. 
This can be achieved bv using job-order (or in a few in- 
stances, process) cost methods. (See sec. 5.) 

L/Software development is commonly considered an operating 
cost, but it should be treated as an investment and be 
accounted for as discussed in chapter 2. 
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SECTION 3: ACCUMULATING TOTAL OPERATING COSTS 

To accumulate total ADP operating costs, each data 
processing activity, organization, or installation involved 
in computer processing or software maintenance should be 
designated as a cost center. Additional accounts and sub- 
sidiary cost records should be established as needed to 
accumulate indirect and overhead costs for subsequent dis- 
tribution to work functions and then to user applications. 
When one organization or group is responsible for both com- 
puter processing and software maintenance, costs for the two 
activities can be separated by having a system of accounts 
that collects costs by work functions and designating each 
activity as a separate work function. 

Costs for work or services that are not funded by the 
cost center’s operating budget should be recorded in memoran- 
dum accounts. (See ch. 1.) 

SECTION 4: AGGREGATING COST DATA 
FOR MANAGEMENT CONTROL 

A. GROUPING COSTS BY AREA 
OF MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITY 

Accounting for and reporting of costs at organizational 
levels which coincide with assignments of management responsi- 
bility is a fundamental step in making individuals conscious 
of and responsible for the costs incurred within their areas 
of control. Unit heads are thereby provided information for 
planning and control, and costs can, in most cases, be re- 
lated to individual decisions. 

Management must decide what groups are to be considered 
responsibility centers and the proper set of costs to be 
aggregated. Management reports should clearly distinguish 
between controllable costs, for which the manager is held 
accountable, and those costs which, although relevant, can 
only be influenced indirectly. 

Each management responsibility center may or may not 
correspond to a work function account, but a work function 
should normally be contained within a single area of manage- 
ment responsibility. For example, data encoding would not 
normally be encompassed within more than one manager’s area 
of responsibility at any given installation or location. 
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B. GROUPIWG COSTS BY.~WORK FUNCTION 

Segregatinq the costs of the different activities (work 
functions) involved in data processing is a prerequisite for 
effective management of ADP costs. A work function is a dis- 
crete work process for which costs can be accumulated and work 
measurements made. A group of similar machines whose use is 
measured by a common unit can be considered a work function. 

Accumulating costs b!, work function requires management 
to identify costs that can be charged directly to specific 
work functions, and to establish a structure of subsidiary 
work function accounts to accumulate the direct costs and 
accent distribution of indirect and overhead costs. 

1. Purpose of Accumulating 
Costs by Work Functions 

Identifying costs by work functions provides information 
for management control and product costing. Product costing, 
assigns costs to user applications. 

Accumulating costs by work functions permits an evalua- 
tion of the efficiency of performing specific operations and 
a comparison of the costs of functions that can be accomp- 
lished in more than one way or by more than one source. For 
example, data can be encoded by keypunchinq or by optical 
scannins and either in-house or under contract. 

Accumulatinq costs by work functions also provides a 
means of isolating costs for similar activities and work 
processes which have a common unit for measuring resource 
consumption. Costs can then be distributed, from the work 
function accounts to the benefiting jobs or applications, 
on the basis of measured usage of the output or product of 
the work function. 

2. Types of Work Function Accounts 

Work functions can be classified as product functions 
and supoort functions. Product functions are those for which 
the output (and thus the accumulated costs) can be traced 
directly to the final product--a software application or 
its representative job order. Support functions are those 
upon which the product functions rely for certain services 
and skills. Support costs are analogous to indirect labor 
and indirect material in factory cost accounting--they are 
not traceable (or are not worth tracing) to the final prod- 
uct. Examples of support functions are administration and 
technical assistance. Costs for support functions are 
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distributed to product functions, or directly to applications 
if poisible. 

3. Number of Work Functions Needed 

Work function accounts should be established both 
for computer processins and for software work. Software 
work includes (1) maintenance, which is accounted for as 
a normal operating cost and (2) development and modification, 
which are operating activities but whose costs are 
accumulated as investments. Typical work functions for 
software development and maintenance and for computer 
processinq are shown in figure 6. 

FIGURE 6 

EXAMPLES OF COMMON WORK FUNCTIONS 

Software Development and Maintenance 
Functions and Subfunctions 

Analysis 

Design 

Proqr am coding 

Testing: 
Program 
Sys tern 

Implementation/conversion 

Technical support: 
Documentation 
Library 
Standards 
Control 
Training 

User liaison 

Administration 

Computer Processing Operations 
Functions and Subfunction5 

Data encoding: 
Key entry 
Optical scanning 
Remote terminal 

Computer operations: 
Central crocessing 
Core memory 
Storage devices 
Channel5 
Spooling functions 

Teleprocessing: 
Job entry 
Messaqe processing 

Reporting: 
Collating/bursting 
Microfilm 

unit 

Technical support: 
Data control 
Data base management 
Performance management 
Equipment maintenance 
Training 

Administration 
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4. Costs To Be Included in Each Work Function 

All direct, indirect, and overhead costs should be 
accumulated at the lowest support and product work function 
level, It may not, however, be practical to assign indirect 
and overhead costs to some small subfunctions. In such cases 
costs should be assigned to the parent function. Assigning 
indirect and overhead costs to discrete work functions makes 
managers aware of such costs and permits cost comparisons at 
the work function level. Distributing support function costs 
to product functions provides an efficient mechanism for dis- 
tributing costs to user applications. 

5. Distributing Indirect and Overhead 
Costs to Work Functions 

Because indirect and overhead costs cannot be readily 
traced to specific work functions, some rational basis is 
needed for allocating them. 

The most important criterion for selecting such a basis 
is relating the total cost to its most causal factor. Gen- 
erally, this can be most easily accomplished by having a 
separate allocation base for each type of indirect and over- 
head cost. 

Indirect costs-- T Direct measures of labor or equipment 
use will generally serve as a good basis for allocating in- 
direct costs. This is because the two major costs in data 
processing are for equipment and labor. 

Overhead costs--To simplify allocation of overhead costs, 
it is normally useful to classify overhead costs into three 
groups--general, space occupancy, and administrative. General 
overhead, or the cost of managing a Federal agency is usually 
only partially allocable since the existence and thus the man- 
agement is usually mandated by law. However, direct manage- 
ment functions for ADP organizations, such as central ADP 
management, policy, and procurement offices, are allocable 
to ADP organizations established as cost centers and as- 
sociated with the central office. 

Generally, it is most appropriate to allocate these 
as follows: 

0 Space occupancy overhead according to a uniform 
rate per square foot of space occupied. 
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0 Administrative overhead, such as payroll, personnel, 
supply, basic telephone #ecvice, and accounting, ac- 
cording to a uniform rate per employee. 

o Gendcal overhead according to a uniform rate per dollar 
of operating budget. 

All overhead costs should usually be charged at a uniform 
rate throughout the year to balance out seasonal fluctuations. 

SECTION 5: ACCUMULATING COSTS FOR 
EACH USER APPLICATION 

A primacy objective in accounting for the costs of data 
processing is to identify the software and computer processing 
costs attributable to individual user applications. Such 
cost information is needed in comparing and predicting costs 
and in reporting and billing costs to usecs. It can also 
alert managers to high cost and demand areas warranting 
attention. The importance to managers and users of knowing 
all the operating costs incurred in maintaining applications 
software and processing data for individual applications is 
hard to overstate, Accordingly, we recommend that costs be 
assigned to benefiting user applications even if costs ace 
not formally billed to individual users. 

A simple form of the job-order (or work-order) cost 
method, discussed below, should normally be used to assign 
costs to user applications. The process cost accounting 
method may be appropriate at a few computer installations 
where a single application is processed, or a small number 
of applications are processed, and the processing and equip- 
ment requirements for each ace essentially the same. Because 
process costing is of rather limited use it will not be 
further discussed. 

A. USE OF JOB ORDER COSTING 

Under the job order system each software system 

--is assigned a unique code (which we refer to as 
a job code) and 

--has a separate work-in-process record (job 
order record) to accumulate costs. 

Each time a software system is used for processing data, the 
associated computer processing costs accumulated in each 
work function account are assigned to and recorded in the 
uniquely identified job order record. The same procedure 
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is followed in recordinq the costs incurred in maintaining 
each software system. The maintenance costs for operating 
software and multipurpose software are subsequently 
distr ibuted to user applications. 

B. ASSIGNING COSTS FROM 
PADRE FUNCTIONS TO ~0~s 

To assign costs from work functions to individual jobs 
or application programs, each work function (product function) 
must have a work meCLsute and a costing rate. Normally a 
single rate is established for each work function (product 
and support) which includes all costs (direct, indirect, 
and overhead) attributable to that work function. However, 
separate rates for direct, indirect, and overhead costs may 
be used if management needs to identify these costs in its 
reports. 

There ace two types of work measures for determining 
the amount of costs attributable to a job or application. 
One is a measure of work performed, such as cards punched, 
lines printed, bytes transferred, or, more generally, trans- 
actions processed. The other is related to the physical con- 
sumption of resources in the work process, such as elapsed 
time, quantity consumed, and capacity used. Either base 
may be used, but quantity of work performed medsuces ace 
preferable for evaluating efficiency and productivity. 

If a measure of resource consumption is chosen it 
should be functionally related to the work performed. When 
such a measure is used, it may sometimes be useful for a 
work function to have more than one measure (e.g., Staff- 
hours and machine-hours) and costing rate. This is pactic- 
ularly useful when a good cause-and-effect relationship 
caqnot be achieved with one measure. 

C. USE OF PREDETERMINED OR 
STANDARD COSTING RATES 

To permit timely reporting by job, application, work 
I function, and area of management responsibility, pcedeter- 
I mined or standard coating rates ace useful for most cost 

elements. Whenever predetermined oc standard rates ace em- 
ployed, charges made with such rates should be periodically 
reconciled to total actual incurred costs. If law or regula- 
tion requires that charges be based on actual costs, this 
reconciliation process should be more formal and fully 
documented. Variances should generally be treated as ovec- 

I head costs or credits. But when they ace large or their 
/ 
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causes can be traced to individual users or applications, 
variances should be redistributed to individual users or 
applications on some rational basis. 

D. ASSIGNING FIXED AND VARIABLE 
COSTS AT COMPUTER INSTALLATIONS 

In selecting a base for allocating computer processing 
costs to jobs, an accountant should consider using separate 
allocation rates for fixed and variable costs. Costs that 
vary with frequency and volume of service would be allocated 
on the basis of services provided. Fixed costs would be 
assigned as a lump-sum period cost based on the capacity 
committed or devoted to a user or user application. 

Lumping fixed and vat iable costs into one rate often 
results in allocations that portray inaccurate cause-and- 
effect relationships. This is particularly true in computer 
facilities where fixed costs are substantial. Separate al- 
location of fixed and variable costs also reflects actual 
circumstances, since the basic capability and related fixed 
costs usually exist to satisfy the demands of specific users. 

E. DISTRIBUTING MAINTENANCE COSTS FOR 
OPERATING SOFTWARE AND MULTIPURPOSE SOFTWARE 

1. Distributing Maintenance Costs 
for Operating Software 

Recurring costs for upkeep of operating software (along 
with costs for rent and depreciation) should be treated as 
operating costs of the computer with which the software is 
used. The cost must be distributed to the appropriate data 
processing work function (e.g., the function containing the 
central processing unit) and to benefiting applications based 
on measured use of the computer in processing. Normally the 
amount need not be itemized in cost reports or user bills. 

2. Distributing Maintenance Costs 
for Multipurpose Software 

Costs should be charged directly to applications, based 
on measured or anticipated use of multipurpose software in 
processing, when 

--it is used in processing data only for selected 
applications and the costs are significant or 
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--managers or users need to monitor such 
COStB. 

Otherwise, the costs should be treated the same as costs 
for operating software. 

/ 
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CHAPTER 5 

REPORTING AND'BILLING COSTS TO USERS 

SECTION 1: BASIC PRINCIPLES 

Costs for data processing should normally be reported-- 
whether reimbursed of not-- to the users who receive the 
benefits as well as to the managers responsible for opera- 
tions and for budgeting for the expenses. Agency adminis- 
trators must decide, based on their situation and special 
requirements, whether costs should be billed to individual 
users. 

SECTION 2: PREFERRED WAYS OF STATING CHARGES 

Costs should be reported in a manner that will allow 
users to interpret the reports and bills for purposes of 
planning and control. Where feasible, costs should be stated 
in terms of the user’s operations or transactions. Addition- 
ally, costs for user application SOftWaKe (and other important 
software) should be stated separately. 

The amounts reported and billed to users must be based 
on actual costs. When predetermined costing rates are used, 
the amount reported must be periodically reconciled to actual 
COStB. Any variances must be properly distributed, either 
to users or to general overhead. (See ch. 4, sec. 5.c.) 

A. REPORTING COMPUTER PROCESSING COSTS 

The costs of processing data for individual applications 
can be reported and billed to users in three ways. They can 
be stated in terms of the detailed measures used in assigning 
them to applications, restated in terms of a single unit, or 
restated in terms of user transactions. 

1. Transaction Billinq 

The ideal approach is to state charges in terms of user 
transact ions-- the units of services or products provided to 
customers, Costs are reported in terms of the user’s measure 
of activity (e.g., checks paid, inventory transactions, or 
personnel records maintained). Users can readily understand 
such charges and see how they respond to control--since 
charges will vary only with volume. This approach is 
particul&rly suited to charging for computer processing 
where the same applications are processed regularly, such 
as in cyclical accounting, personnel, and logistics applica- 
tions. 
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2. Detailed Measures of Resources Used 

Under other conditions , charges can be Stated in 
terms of the same measures of resources used in assigning 
costs (from’work functions to jobs). Charges are computed 
and stated in terms of a basic measure of capacity (e.g., 
staff-days, elapsed time, and execution time for the central 
processing unit) or a measure of component usage (e.g., 
lines printed or memory unita reserved or used). 

The advantage of this approach is that it provides 
a practical means of charging for highly variable unit opera- 
tions, such as software programing, support testing , one-shot 
engineer ing applications, or applications with a highly varia- 
ble workload. Its major disadvantage is that charges will 
vary with both efficiency and volume, frustrating users if 
they do not have much control over efficiency. Also, users 
may revise programs to take advantage of peculiarities in 
the methods of measuring resource use without increasing the 
efficiency Of processing or reducing the cost of operating 
the computer . 

3. Using a Single Unit 

A less preferred alternative is to state charges in 
terms of a single, artificial unit as a composite measure of 
all the resources consumed. Commonly used units are CPU 
elapsed or execution time, and an art.ificial “computer 
accounting unit." 

This method has essentially the same advantages as 
stating charges in terms of resources used. Furthermore, 
with charges combined into a single unit, users have less 
incentive or information for changing their programs to 
take advantage of peculiarities in the charging algorithm. 
This approach might be appropriate in computer facilities 
having highly variable unit operations, where users do their 
own programing and have a sophisticated knowledge of ADP 
operations. Its disadvantage is that artificial units have 
little real meaning for users. 

B. REPORTING SOFTWARE COSTS 

As indicated in chapters 3 and 4, the method of report- 
ing computer software costs can vary depending on the type of 
software, the nature of its use, and management needs. As a 
general guide, we recommend that costs for use (depreciation 
and rent) and maintenance be reported as follows. 
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1. Operatinq Software 

Costs should be reported with computer processing costs, 
as recommended on page 17. Wormally, the amount need not be 
itemized in cost reports or user bills. 

2. Multipurpose Software 

Costs should be reported to users along with the 
costs for application programs when 

--the multipurpose software is used in processing 
data for only selected applications and the costs 
are material or 

--management or users need to know these costs. 

under these conditions the amounts should be itemized in 
reports and bills. Otherwise, the procedures for reporting 
operating software costs should be used. 

3. User Applications 

Recurring costs for depreciation , rent, and maintenance, 
along with assigned costs for multipurpose software, should 
be reported to users regularly, preferably at the end of an 
accounting period. If reported or billed along with the 
costs of computer processing, the amount should be shown 
separately. Whatever method is used, funded and unfunded 
costs should be itemized. 

When an application benefits several users or a uniform 
system is used at numerous locations, management must decide 
if reporting costs to users serves a useful purpose and then 
choose a method of reporting costs. 

SECTION 3: FREQUENCY OF REPORTING AND BILLING 

Management must also set the method and frequency of 
reporting and billing assigned costs to users. The fre- 
quency of billings could coincide with the accounting cycle. 
Individual users may be notified on a more frequent basis by 
memorandum reports or bills-- 
OK applications is completed. 

usually as processing of jobs 
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SECTION 4: USING DIFFERENT RATES FOR PERIOD 
OR PRIORITY OF USE 

Contrary to popular belief, two or more rates may be 
desirable, warranted, and appropriate to reflect the cost 
of computer operations more accurately. For example, 
during certain peak use portions of the day or week, or 
for the provision of different priority or sets of services 
provided, a higher rate may be established. Lower rates 
would be established for slack periods, periods of limited 
provision of services, or for slower demands for response 
(jobs which can be scheduled more flexibly). A priority 
system may also be employed --with or without different 
rates-- to give management more control over scheduling 
usage. 

When different rates are used, the higher rate should 
reflect the additional cost (both investment and operating) 
incurred to have enough equipment, personnel, and software 
to provide for the peak period, faster, or additional serv- 
ices. The lower rate should reflect actual depreciation 
and operating costs of the capacity, response, and services 
provided for the period for which it applies. Computations 
of higher and lower rates should be provided to users or 
shown on billings so that users will know the difference 
and the actual cost of providing the services. 

High and low rates should be applied to the total 
amount of costs assigned for a computer system and not to 
charges fnr individual components that may be overloaded 
or underused. Equipment should be tailored to requirements 
not vice versa. 
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